2017 Spring Release Letter

“Wine is sunlight held together by water”

~ Galileo Galilei

After the past three abundant harvests, mother nature took an inevitable break in 2015. Fortunately, the quality was
astonishing even with the diminished yields. We had our earliest and shortest harvest on record due to unusual weather
patterns that lead to minute yields. Once all the grapes were picked and in the winery, we concluded that our yields
were down 40% overall versus our historic averages. In some vineyards, such as McDougall, our yields were down
over 60%!
During the winter month of December, light rains helped alleviate some drought conditions from the previous year.
Sadly, January was completely dry and February’s rainfall was below average. In May, the long wet cool weather we
had, produced a drawn-out bloom, a fair amount of shatter and ultimately low cluster weights. The shatter increased
the overall quality of the vintage but reduced the quantity. With a smaller crop, vines can focus their resources on
ripening fewer berries, often leading to fruit with greater intensity. Then in July, a hot and dry summer with a reduced
crop size caused sugars and ripeness to accelerate on the vine. Over the past twelve years I have learned the ups and
downs of working with Mother Nature; and while this harvest was financially devastating, there was a silver
lining. Great wine is defined by the unique characteristics imparted on it by the weather and the land. I can honestly
say that 2015 is truly distinct in character and will hold its own amongst the so called “great” vintages we have
experienced. I cannot recommend these wines more highly!
A bright spot in the beginning of 2015 was gaining access to fruit from a special vineyard we have long pursued. After
making inquiries for several years about an “Island in the Sky”, the proprietor of Signal Ridge Vineyard finally agreed
to sell us some of his coveted Pinot Noir fruit. It couldn’t have happened at a better time as yields were down
substantially across all our other sites. Signal Ridge Vineyard is located in the tiny Mendocino Ridge Appellation and
is the highest planted vineyard in all of Sonoma and Mendocino County at 2,800 feet! It’s a radical region located just
north of the Sonoma Coast but south of Anderson Valley. In total, there are just 17 planted vineyards in this incredible
appellation which is 70% smaller than the Santa Cruz Mountains.

Tastings available by appointment
To inquire, please email tastings@kutchwines.com

According to Wikipedia:
“The
Mendocino Ridge AVA is
essentially a northern extension of
the true Sonoma Coast. However,
the Mendocino Ridge AVA
designation is unique in that it is
limited by elevation, reserved only
for vineyards at or above 1200
feet. This is why the Mendocino
Ridge AVA has been nicknamed
“Islands in the Sky,” because the
vineyards sitting at 1200 feet or
higher are often perched above
thick fog moving inland from the
Pacific Ocean blanketing the coast
and the valleys between the ridge
tops, making the tips of the
mountains look like islands
protruding from a sea of fog.”
Rusty Gaffney, “The Prince of
Pinot Noir” described the
Mendocino Ridge Appellation as follows in one of his newsletter, blogs:
“The climate of Mendocino Ridge AVA is different from Anderson Valley. Perched above the fog and frost threat, the
vineyards bask in the early morning sun, and early afternoon maritime breezes cool down the fruit, never allowing
temperatures to rise as high as the Anderson Valley floor. The winds have an added plus of drying out the soils after
rains. The diurnal variation during the growing season is significantly less than the Anderson Valley (20 degrees versus
40-50 degrees for Anderson Valley), and daytime high temperatures are often 10 degrees cooler than in the Anderson
Valley. There is enough rainfall (40” or more annually) and ground water to dry farm vineyards. Like the true Sonoma
Coast, yields are small in large part due to the extremes of spring weather. Bud break tends to be early, but the shoots
grow very slowly due to the consistent coolness, and harvest arrives at the end of September or later. The soils of the
Mendocino Ridge are unique “timber” type, and since the vineyards are located at the top of ridges, they are well
drained. In contrast, the soils of the Anderson Valley are deep alluvial in type and in the nearby Yorkville AVA, upland
range type. Because of the high elevations of Mendocino Ridge vineyards, soils are of meager depth leading to smaller
berries, thicker skins, and lower yields compared to Anderson Valley.”
Our vineyards were harvested in the following order:
August 13
August 16
August 22
September 2
September 6

Campbell Ranch, Sonoma Coast
McDougall Ranch, Sonoma Coast
Bohan Vineyard, Sonoma Coast
Signal Ridge Vineyard, Mendocino Ridge
Falstaff, Sonoma Coast

Please try and be patient and allow the wines to recover from both bottling and shipping before opening. They will provide more
enjoyment with age. If you are anxious, be sure to provide the wine plenty of oxygen by decanting and allowing the wine to
breath.

2015 Sonoma Coast
Pinot Noir
Our Sonoma Coast appellation wine is created from a
blend of cool, true Sonoma Coast vineyards. This is a wine
of early charm, yet solid age-ability. It’s bright and
vibrant with red fruits backed by herbal spice and floral
notes. The whole cluster fermentation creates a gentle,
textural tannin that builds to frame the solid core of fruit
and preserve it for many years to come.
Winemaker Brief
100% whole cluster, native yeast & native malolactic
fermentation, aged for 17 months in 100% neutral oak
without racking, 12.9% alcohol, unfined & unfiltered.
$39 per bottle

2015 Signal Ridge Vineyard
Mendocino Ridge, Pinot Noir

A classically styled Pinot Noir, earthy and high toned
with edgy minerality. Aromas of bay leaf and wild
berry lead to flavors of citrus peel, black tea and flint
with enough lift and acidity to maintain balance. The
result is a wine of complexity and understated
elegance.
Winemaker Brief
100% whole cluster, native yeast & native malolactic
fermentation, aged for 17 months in 100% neutral oak
without racking, 13.1% alcohol, unfined & unfiltered.
$52 per bottle

2015 Falstaff Vineyard
Sonoma Coast Pinot Noir
Far and away our most marginal site, Falstaff sits on a
ridge west of the Sebastopol Hills fully exposed to cool
ocean breezes and dense coastal fog. The moderate
growing season and shallow Goldridge soils culminate to
create a wine of understated elegance and transparent
terroir.
The 2015 shows surprising depth and concentration, yet
also restraint. The wine opens with soaring aromatics of
spice and pepper. The ample acidity feels racy and is well
matched to the flavors of rose petal, blood orange, and
raspberry. This is a prime example of why we love cold
climate sites.
Winemaker Brief
100% whole cluster, native yeast & native malolactic
fermentation, aged for 12 months in 100% neutral French
oak without racking, 12.3% alcohol, unfined & unfiltered.
$62 per bottle

